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By Gary Groth

Fantagraphics, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Fall 2008 ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Since its inception in 2005, MOME has bridged the gap between the contemporary
graphic novel scene and the current cutting-edge literary scene, serving as a perfect sampler of
today s best young graphic novelists in a quarterly format that sits as handsomely on the
newsstand alongside journals like McSweeney s and Paris Review as it does in the graphic novels
section. Volume 12 welcomes back renowned graphic novelist David B. (Epileptic) for the first time
since the fourth volume. MOME also features returning regulars Jonathan Bennett, Sophie Crumb,
Andrice Arp, Paul Hornschemeier, Kurt Wolfgang, Eleanor Davis, Zak Sally, Tom Kaczynski, Dash
Shaw, Joe Kimball, and Ray Fenwick. Tim Hensley also returns with more of his brilliant Wally
Gropius strips, as do fan favorites Al Columbia and R. Kikuo Johnson! Plus, several other surprises
from some of the best new talent in comics. MOME is an accessible, reasonably priced quarterly
running approximately 120 pages per volume, mostly in color, and spotlighting the most exciting
new storytellers in comics along with special surprises. MOME is quickly earning a reputation as one
of the premier literary anthologies...
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Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliya h Ma yer-- Aliya h Ma yer

This is basically the very best book we have go through until now. I have got read and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once again again
in the future. I am just very happy to inform you that this is basically the very best ebook we have read inside my own life and might be he very best
publication for at any time.
-- Ang us Hickle-- Ang us Hickle
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